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Stormwarden
By Janny Wurts

Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. For the first time in audio, the Cycle of Fire Trilogy, a stout and epic tale mixing sci-fi and
fantasy by acclaimed author Janny Wurts. This classic fantasy trilogy follows three young people
struggling to free the Stormwarden, the last of the elemental power-wielding Vaere sorcerers, so
that he can battle the humanity-threatening demonkind. Far in the future, a human-crewed starship
crashes on a distant planet, carrying alien POWs taken to help discover the secrets of a deadly foe,
the group mind known as the Gierj. In time, the humans revert to a feudal society, the aliens are
seen as demons, and the starship s computer survives as a magical entity known as the Vaere. In
Book 1, Stormwarden, Auskiere, wizard of wind and water, binds the Mharg-demons with the aid of
Ivan, master of fire and earth. But at the moment of his greatest peril, Ivan is betrayed and he
swears a terrible oath against his betrayer--an oath so powerful that it begins a relentless cycle of
fire. Janny Wurts is the author of several fantasy series, including the internationally bestselling
Empire trilogy, written in...
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Reviews
This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Ken Watsica
This is the finest publication we have read through right up until now. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in
an remarkably easy way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this book by which basically altered me, affect the way i think.
-- Dr. Gabriella Hayes
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